SECRET BOOK BY BARKER. NOW IN GENERAL LIBRARY.

The Red Cross and the Red Ball

The account is thrilling, yet
touching and pathetic. It is the dis-
grammed present has
the city near the immediate neighborhood
of the fighting in France is dramatic
and picturesque form, but however
dramatically it is expressed
nothing imaginary about it. As he
in his own presence, it is a
true event and he has invented nothing.

BARKER AUTHOR OF "PRUELLA"

PLAY GIVEN BY STUDENTS LAST YEAR WORKED DIABOLISM

Prueilla, the delightful fairy
influenced by the Prueilla of
the University last year, was
written by Gratville Barker, who speaks here
as one who has a vivid impression of the
beginning of his career as a dramatist.
From that time on it has been recognized as a "new" drama
t محلية
in every sense.
In his work he has set himself
to the task of creating a drama of
human interests, in
fancy the fairy of the hard
played upon or to the limits of
the professional critic but to win in the
indefatigable strength of the average man.

Through born in England, his
anxiety is almost everything, such as
English—Scott, Welsh, Italian,
particularly Irish, a well
known actor, trained him in the
art of speaking, so that by the
age of seven he was presented
in public. At thirteen he went into
the theater, constantly working his
way upward. Much of his great success
is due to his skill as a player.

A smiling, yet unfailing
touchstone of the charactcr of those
who live under its influence, has
lost his own experiences.
A very close
friend of his, an American student,
seen under the sign of the
lily. The identity of the Moslem who
had killed his own kin, was
no longer known, yet the jury
sounded and condemned an Armenian.
When the sentences pronounced that
the Armenian was innocent and accused
himself of the crime, the identity of the
Moslem who had killed his own
kin, was no longer known, yet the jury
sounded and condemned an Armenian.
So when the sentences pronounced that
the Armenian was innocent and accused
himself of the crime, the identity of the
Moslem who had killed his own
kin, was no longer known, yet the jury
sounded and condemned an Armenian.
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By Our Special Correspondent

Mr. Yetter Has Returned From New York

For two weeks he has been studying and inspecting the buying and merchandising for Spring.

Many of the New Spring's Dresses, Skirts, Suits and Clothes Have Arrived At THE BIG STORE and more are coming.

Every day presents special display of garments all fresh and beautiful—so Springlike.

Fashion's dieties as to Ladies' Misses' and children's apparel (100) should be read in the Yetter diet play of advances models.

There were smarter styles of the Suit, Coat, Dress, Skirt, and Child's apparel (100) as to be found and the Yetter diet has been gathered and, said Yetter, this is his first dress since he has been seen for years.

"Yetter" Leads The Max Diet fashion of the season. From New York the nation has heard the dictum of Elwood Davis for years.
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